
Freestyle Academy
● New Campus (moved in May 2023)
● AI Integration at Freestyle
● Changes for Fall 2024+
● Exhibition and 

Graduation in late May

Students finding THEIR door



We are so grateful for our NEW CAMPUS!!!
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Students who have found 
THEIR door

Freestyle student comment after sharing 
creative activities with Japanese visitors:

I gained a new appreciation for the 
resources and supplies we have here, 
as often I forget that these aren't 
common place. The Japanese 
students were so awed by all our 
projects that I got a new perspective 
from that.





The Future?: A.I. at Freestyle
-Goal is to embrace and integrate AI with our creative process
-Discovery Process - led mostly in English for now

-Greate for brainstorming, visualizing, and initiating ideas
-AI streamlines the mechanical part of writing (spelling, grammar, etc.)
-More time towards commenting on content and ideas

-Media Classes are still exploring how best to integrate AI
-Still require knowledge of production process
-Be able to recognize AI media from real media

Much is still to be learned about AI and its application to the Arts. Alumni are 
reporting back on their studies about AI and art.



The Future?: Student enrollment



Why lower numbers? Possibly
-More CTE and program choices pulling
 from pool of students
-Misconceptions about Freestyle
-LAHS Transportation
-Other?

Students who have found 
THEIR door



Changes for 2024 and beyond
-Change to Period 1, 2, 3 
  instead of Period 2, 3, 4 (pros and cons)
-Recruit with usual Open House and
 Exhibitions but more personal visits
-More Music Productions with completed
 Recording Studio
-More Studio Productions with completed
 Green Screen and Photo Studio



Students finding THEIR door

We invite you to join us for:

● Final Exhibition
○ Thursday May 23 
○ On our Campus
○ 5-8:30 PM



Freestyle Graduation is May 30, 2024 on our Campus - please join us!

Thank you so much for your continued support!


